M203 GRIP
GET A GRIP WITH THE

TACTICAL GRIP

THE FORWARD HANDGRIP FOR THE M203
IS NOW AVAILABLE!

40mm operators now have all the advantages
of the Forward HandGrip so popular on the
M16 and M4 rifles.
Instantly attaches to any M203 grenade launcher.
No tools or modifications required.
Fits the M203, M203PI and M203A1 launchers
with long or short barrels.
Provides a rock-solid grip and detaches instantly.
Optional flashlight accessory available.
Lightweight and rugged, the M203grip is available with a handle that features a waterproof
battery compartment that holds (2) AA or (3) N
or (2) TYPE-123 3-volt batteries.
ACTUAL SIZE

M203 GRIP
Shooters need a good grip
to get a good shot. The
M203grip gives you the best
possible grip on your
rifle /launcher combination.
With the M203grip you
acquire targets faster and
shoot more accurately
because you have better
control of your weapons.

The ergonomic advantages
are obvious. Operators
with better control of
their weapons are more
maneuverable and safer.
A better grip means carrying
and using the weapons with
less effort, allowing
operators to stay functional
and alert longer.
Available with your choice of
handles: the Tactical handle for the lowest profile,
the Classic handle with a
familiar shape and size,
and the Battery-storage
handle with its watertight
compartment.

M4-TACTICAL GRIP

M16-TACTICAL GRIP-LIGHT

M4-CLASSIC GRIP

M16-CLASSIC GRIP-LIGHT

M4-BATTERY GRIP

M16-BATTERY GRIP-LIGHT

M4-TACTICAL GRIP-LIGHT

M203GRIP-HANDLES

The M203grip can be used
left or right handed and
protects the shooter’s front
hand when firing while
prone. It removes easily
for weapons cleaning or
maintenance and attaches
quickly, without tools.
The M203grip provides
operators the benefits of
increased capability and
better maneuverability, with
improved accuracy and
safety. The M203grip
belongs on your launcher.
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